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SOLAR SUBSCRIPTION RIDER 
Schedule SSP 

 
AVAILABILITY: (Continued) 

Customers receiving Unmetered, Lighting, or Net Metering Service are ineligible for this Program while 
participating in those service agreements. This schedule is not available for resale, standby, breakdown, 
auxiliary, parallel generation, or supplemental service. 

 
PRICING:  

The Solar Block Subscription Charge for energy sold through this Program is estimated to be $0.14436 per 
kWh, made up of two costs: 
1. The Solar Block cost of $0.09311 and 
2. The Services and Access charge of $0.05125 per kWh. 

 
The Solar Block cost is defined by the total cost of the solar resources built to serve the program. The Services 
and Access charge will be adjusted when rates are reset in future rate cases by the average percentage 
change to volumetric rates in those future rate cases, unless a party provides a cost study demonstrating that 
it would be unreasonable to adjust the Services and Access. When an additional solar resource is added to 
the Program, the levelized cost of the new solar resource will be averaged with the remaining levelized cost 
of existing solar resource(s) to determine the new price for the cost of the Solar Block. Additional solar 
resources will be added only if the price is less than or equal to the previous price or otherwise deemed 
beneficial relative to the standard rates.  

 
SUBSCRIPTION LEVEL:  

Participants may subscribe to Solar Blocks that, when combined, are expected to generate up to 50 percent 
of their annual energy. During initial sign-up, the Customer will designate their desired subscription percentage 
in increments of 10 percent. The Company will provide to the Customer the number of Solar Blocks necessary 
to supply their subscription percentage based on the Customer’s annual energy usage (Subscription Level). 
The Customer’s annual energy usage will be determined in one of two ways. If during initial signup the 
Customer has 12 consecutive months of usage history at the address where the subscription is being 
requested, then the annual energy will be the energy consumed during that 12-month usage history. If the 
Customer does not have 12 consecutive months of usage history at the address where the subscription is 
being requested, then the annual energy will be estimated by the Company. The calculation for the number 
of Solar Blocks is equal to the annual energy (in kWh) divided by the expected annual energy production of 
one block rounded down to the lowest whole number. A Customer must have sufficient annual usage to 
support subscription of at least one Solar Block.  
 
Subscription levels will be recalculated monthly if one of the following actions takes place in the previous 
month: (1) a new subscriber is added; (2) a subscription is cancelled; or (3) a subscription is transferred. All 
changes in Subscription status will occur at the end of the respective billing month in which the status change 
is requested. 
 
A Participant may change their subscription level only once in any 12-month period after the initial 12-month 
subscription. In the event there is a significant and regular reduction in Participant metered energy 
consumption, the Company, at its sole discretion, may adjust the Participant’s subscription level after 
customer notice.  
 
Participants may not combine loads across the companies for achieving participation limits, determination of 
subscription levels, or aggregated billing. Loads will not be combined across companies for the purpose of 
applying minimum term limits.  
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